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INTRODUCTION

Although teacher certification in New York State has undergone a number

of changes since 1936 when all candidates were required to complete a baccalaureate

degree (including a student teaching experience), until recently the modifications

have generally taken the form of requiring additional or advanced course work.

Thus, in 1953 a fifth-year requirement of thirty hours of advanced graduate study

was required for permanent certification of teachers of academic subjects (e.g.

English, social studies, foreign languages, etc.) and special subjects (e.g. art,

physical education, industrial arts, etc.). Twenty years later, in 1963, a similar

fifth-year requirement was institutci for elementary school teachers as well.

New York State Education Department accreditation teams visited colleges and univer-

sities offering teacher certification programs, evaluated the facilities, faculty,

and the general operation of the program. If acceptable, the 'vograms were accredited,

rugis6erea, ana approves.

The mid-1960's witnessed a growing interest in and attention to the

specification of behavioral outcomes of learning and the concept of accountability

in education. Robert F. Mager's influential little book, Preparing Instructional

Objectives (Palo Alto, California: Fearon Publishers, 1962)emphasiced.the point

that if teachers were not sure where they.were going, then they were liable.to.

end up someplace else. The book was (and is) widely used by teachers as a handbook

for the design of objectives which describe learning in both measurable and observable

behaviors of the learner. Mager's emphasis is on what the learner will be DOING

(emphasis his), and recommends the following scheme for writing objectives which

will describe the desired behavior of the learnJr:

First, identify the terminal behavior by name; w? can specify Cu kind of
behavior which will be accepted as evidence that the learner has achieved
the objective.
Second, try to further define the desired behavior by describing the important
conditions under w4ich the behavior will be expected to occur.
Third, specify the criteria of acceptable performance by describing how well
the learner must perform to be considered acceptable. 1
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T.ann
_ ttb, it regular public report

by independent reviewers of demonstrated student accomplishment promised for the

expenditure of resources.
" 2

This definition has several important implications.

First, that educational personnel clearly state the performance(s)--i.e. behavior(s)--

students will demonstarte, and specify the criteria used to judge the performance(s).

Second, that "outside" reviewers, applying the stated objectives, conditions, and

criteria of evaluation, will be able to function as "independent educational accomp-

lishment auditors." Third, that the report of student accomplishment is shared

with the public.

By the 1970's, the accountability movement had developed such momentum

that statements on accountability were included in the Presidents' Message on Edu-

cational Reform to the Congress of the United States (March 3, 1970), written into

the contract between the Board of Education of the City of New York and the United

:::::V cz;a2c3 f;;;-. in grant proposuis the U. L. Offic.= of 1:clu-

cation, etc.
3

It was in this climate of increased awareness and sensitivity to behavioral

objectives and accountability that New York State embarked upon a change in it

procedures for teacher certification. Unlike the earlier modifications of 1943 and

1963, New York State's new performance or competency-based teacher certification

program (referred to as PBTE or CBTE) calls for revolutionary changes in teacher

certification

The basis for New York State's new procedures and standards for accreditation

of programs leading to certification for public school service was set forth in

the "Teacher Education and Certification Section" of the 1972 Regents Plan for the

Development of Pest. Secondary Education. According to official publications of the

State Education Department, Division of Teacher Education and Certification, the

goal and underlying assumptions of the Teacher Education and Certification Section

of the 1972 Egsgp2,1;' Plan are as follows:

Goal:

To establish a system of certification by which the State can



assure the nublie that.--A- prnfAQqn114.1 pe,..eonn.0 in thc school.,

and maintain demonstrated competence to enable children to learn.
Underlying convictions:

. .

The basis for certification should be teacher competence rather than
total reliance

;

on college courses. Possession of a State certificate
should represent an acceptable level of competence in general back-
ground knowledge, subject matter knowledge, and teaching skill.

The preparation of teachers should involve a number of pertinent
agencies and individuals including: schools, higher institutions,
professional staffs, nnd other relevant agencies. The ideal professional
training would integrate theoretical understanding and clinical ex-
perience in a system of mutual refinement and ,,:Tinforcement.4

To implement the goal of the Regents' Plan, all new certification programs

submitted after SepLember 1, 1973 are required to provide evidence that:

1. Participating agencies (school district, college, appropriate
professional staff of the school district, etc.) have shared signif-
icantly in program planning and decisions, and have accepted the roles
and responsibilities jointly identified in plannning.
2. Program goals derive from realistic assessment of functions of appropriate
professional personnel.
3. Program goals are appropriate and comprehensive.
4. Entrance requirements (if any), techniques of assessing schievement,
and standards and conditions of demorstratine

J. 14 *IV ad I,

5. Candidates who will be recommended for certification have demonstrated
achievement of the program's goals.
6. A program evaluation system has been established and will operate
to identify and correct program weaknesses.5

Currently-existing programs must be re-designed according to the following

schedule:

Certification Field

1. Elementary, (N-6 & Y-9)
and special education
(teachers of the handi-
capped)

2. School acministration
and supervision (SDA
and SAS)

3. Secondary (7-12)
academic subjects

4. Pupil personnel service
areas

5. Special subjects and

occupational subjects

Deadline date.for
program revision

February 1, 1975

February 1, 1976

February 1, 1977

February 1, 1978

February 1, 1979

3.

Date blond vhiit indi
Idual c rtifica onupimpaas wi not

February 1, 1976

February 1, 1977

February 1, 1978

February 1, 1979

February 1, 1980 6

Although previous New York State certification programs included

supervised student teaching experience, this usually took the form of a



eyper;en^e, typically tahcn by atudclits la benju ycar. Fur

many students, particularly those preparing to teach at the secondary school level,

this may have been the first (and probably only) field based experience in their

teacher education program.

New York State's new teacher certification program is both competency

and field-based. That is, there is a new emphasis on a much broade. conception of

the relationship between theory and practice, between the integration of "theoretical

understanding and clinical experience."

Toward this en, Stony Brook's Secondary Social Studies Teacher Certification

Program (SSS/TCP) has attempted to modify its program to include field-based

experiences in the early stages of a student's entry into the program; specifically,

in the L. yoductory course, Education 397, "Teaching Social Studies."

The following documents describe the general course objectives, the

vv=vall uutilKu £ur achieving Lhcuc coursc objectives. and the ''Drotocois' ror the

structured field-based experiences which are addressed to a sub-set of the gen-

eral course objectives. These structured field-based experiences will be implemented

during the 1974-1975 academic year, during which time they will be monitored and

evaluated both by the participants and "outside" reviewers. In the spirit of

accountability, we wish to identify and "make public" the texts of the trial "pro-

tocols" fcr these structured field-based experiences, so that the materials can

be shared with particivating personnel and agencies.
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5 Ibid., p.6.

6. "Competence-Based Certification Newsletter," Nc 5, November, 1973 (Albany, New York:
The State Education Department, Division of Teacher Education and Certification),
p.1.



DOCUMENT #1: COURSE DESCRTPTTON SHEFT

This document is to be distributed and reviewed in detail with the

students during the first class meeting. The intent is to specify and "make public"

the general course objectives and the overall design for achieving these objectives- -

i.e. the curriculum materials, the teaching strategics and learning activities,

and the mode of evaluation.



1. COURSE TITLE !, DE:CRIPTION: Education 397, "Teaching Social Studies"
. A study of social studies as a subject taught in the secondary schools: the nature of

:the social studies; curricula models; scope & sequence of topics offered; new programs
of social studies instruction; etc. Designed for prospective teachers of social studies
in secondary schools. . .

PrereTticitc._,:: Minimum of fivc Social Ocie.ice ,;:vuilDeb Leyulia biiC luLroduuLory level.
Instructor: Dr. E. Seifman
Credits: 3

2. COURSE COMPONENTS:
2.1 Class Oessions:

2.1.1 Plenarli Class Mode: Introduction & presentation of themes & topics, informati
& data, theoretical models, substantive issues, etc.--for discussion, analysi
& evaluation.

2.1:6 Plenary & Croup Modes: Preparation, presentation, analysis, & evaluation of
specific teaching strategies, learning activities, curriculum materials,
teaching-learning problems, educational issues, etc.

2.2 Readings:

2.2.1 Directed Readings/Class Focus: Readings as data base for focus of class
sessions (discussion, analysis, & evaluation of substantive issues; actually
try out suggested teaching strategies & learning activities; etc.).
Directed readings include the following:
(1) Common. Text: Edgar B. Wesley & Stanley R. Wronski, Teaching Secondary

Social Studies in A World Society, 6th ed. (Mass.: D.C. Heath & Co., 1973
(2) Common Curriculum Materials: A:.:P Public Issues Series/Harvard Social Stud

Project Unit Books (titles include: Communist Chins; The Immi grant's
Experience; The American Revolution; Race and Education)

(3) Common Pamphlets: NC3S, Hov To handle Controversial Issues
(4) Other Selected Readings, Documents, etc..Provided By Instructor: e.g. N.Y

syllabus, social studies curriculum materials catalogs, etc.
2.2.2 Individualized Readings/Out-of-Class Focus: Individualized "extended" reading

CLAxik,
etc.) on topics introduced in class sessions. The object is both "substantive
(to encounter additional data, insight, suggested practices, points of view,
current trends, contorversies, etc.) & "procedural" (to familiarize yourself
with basic reference works, sources, & literature in the field of social stud
education).

2.3 Directed (Common) Activities: Applying the principles of selected instructional
models to the design of actual teaching strategies, learning activities, curriculum
materials, diagnostic & evaluative instruments, etc.

2.4 Directed (Individualized) Field-Based Exteriences: Field-based experiences in secon
schools (e.g. observation, participation, tutoring, possibly micro-teaching, etc.).

2.5 Independent Projert: An independent project, related to course objectives, develope
in collaboration with the instructor: this inclVdes agreement upon the type of prof
objectives; procedure for carrying out projzct; procedure for reporting or ,resenti
"finding"; & method of evaluating the project.

2.6 Formal Examinations: (Mid-Semester & End-of-Semester) Opportunity to demonstrate
competencies (knowledge,skills, behaviors) developed through class sessions & direc
readings.

1c OftROLE

3
[Note: TBD= To Be Determined]

.
.......

CATEGORIE:.; A ) .

... .

X3
..-

W x XS
Em7aTT.Ti717.77777.7) 4

Direct ,ctiviti(!s (1;=TBD 2
Indivir',11:n7!1 7,-.:%;:inr.s. N=T3D) 1

.,.
Field- Ty_.: E

-
-riencen (N=5)

..t...:
1

Indepesi-st Pro,ject (N=1) 1-4

E.1 (W2) E,2 (W2) = 4

* Since all directed activities
iculty, each will be assigned

FINAL GRADE=. 2: W x XS

3: w

vizi= x w x 31-=

may not be of the same level of significance or diff-
a "weight" (W). g 2:W/DA,"



Documents #2-15: STRUCTURED FIELD-BASED EXPERIENCES

These "protocols" for the structured field-based experiences are to

be distributed and reviewed in detail with the students during the second class

meeting. The intent is to emphasize the nature of the field-based experiences and

their relationship to the Social Studies Secondary Teacher Certification Program

(SSS/TCP). Students are asked to select five (5) structured field-based experiences

of their choice, but are also encouraged to select a variety of different types

of experiences--rather than select five of the same type. It should be noted that

the number "five" was selected in terms of the instructor's estimate of reasonable

work-load for the course and the problems associated with travel to schools in a

region without public transportation (Suffolk County, New York); the number will

be reviewed both during End after the operation of the course.



scevi SCI- ; :;C:: /SOCKET, STUDIES

Setting:

. 1.1 Where? (Name of school distr et, school, etc.)

1.2 When? (Day, date, etc.)

2. Procedure:
Background: You are majoring in one of .he social sciences or one of

.the interdisciplinary social science type majors. Presunlbly
you have been studying a body of knowledge which has some
relationship to social studies as a subject taught in the
secondary schools.

2.1 Observe at least three different grade levels of social studies classes (grates 6-

Grade Level 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Note: A single observation may/may not be sufficient to adeuately answer 2.2: it

maybe necessary to informally chat with the teacher & students in order to
get a better sense of the "course" as a whole, rather than base your judge-
ments simply on a single class session.

2.2 Analyze the relationship between your college preparation in your sociAl science
major and racial studies as a subject taught at the secondary school level.
[i.e. How would you evaluate your command of the secondary socisl studies
subject matter at each of the grade levels observed? What special contiib-
utions could you bring to the secondary social studies curriculum at each
of the grade levels observed? etc.]

3. Evaluation:
3.1 What (if anything) were you able to learn ab:,ut your subject matter preparation

as related to the secondttry social tItudies curriculum?

3.2 Rating & Explanation of the "value" of the experience

Illo Vaal u., Li t'.1, 1.1/ lue Soe.e. Value Val u.ible I Extremel-,

(E) 1974 by E. Seifman (SUNY at Stony Brook)



SOCIAL STUDIF:-; CLASS 0a.',EVIITIO1 Types:

1. Setting:
.6. 1.1 Where? (nehool district, schoo:1, etc.)

1.2 When? (day, date, time, et2.)

1.3 Grade(s)/Teacher(s)

1.4 Class size:
41NIMINIAAMINIWPAAANIA.

#Male

Plenary Class Node
IndividualizediIndependent Work Mode
Group Work Mode
Large Group Instruction Modem-
Other

#Fem-Ile

Total II

1.5 "Type" of class (i.e. below average, average, ab ove average, etc.) + How do
you know?

2. Arrangements (How were arrangements made for the visit and observation?):

3. Teaching-Learning Process :

3.1 Topic(s) of focus:

3.2 :%ummary description of teaching-learnin process

Objectives

rurrin11111 ?..s - of e

........,..aormiwirows1111101/~10104We,"

0,..m.ary Description

Teaching Strategies

Learning Activities

Evaluation

3.3 Observation/Comments, etc.:

4. Evaluation:

4.1 What (if anything) were you able to learn about

cn 4.1.1 The school
4.1.2 The class

4.1.3 The curriculum in terials
4.1.h Irjs r!Lrticulnr inntructi-1 approach

.1 4.1.5 Me te-whi.16-1e4minc procets in general
t- 4.1.6 Yourself

1..)

4,2 liatini & Ezpl-tnatie7al of the "v-11,.." -e 1,1, ,,xpr.ri.,100
.:1.6-V;ti-- Little V:iluc! :;:a..t Valu,2 I Valletble 1!;xLrenfAy V:duable

A



SOCIAL OTUDI STUIT!:T MIERVATION

1. Settin:
.

1.1 4ffiert:: (U urie of school district, school, etc.)

1.2 When? (Day, date, time, etc.)

2. Procedure:
Select one student on whom you will focus your observation.
2.1 Describe how.& why you selected the particular student you selected for observation

2.2 Write a "running Summary" of the behavior of the student (e.g.Answers teacher's
question, "How did...?"; Asks question, "If,...then w1-1...?"; sits quietly;
leaves the room; :turns after 25 minutes; etc.)

2.3 Evaluate what you think the student learned as a consequence of the teaching-learni
situation (i.e. the class period, the field experience, etc.)

3. Evaluation:
3.1 What (if anything) were you able to learn about

3.1.1 The student

3.1.2 Yourself

3.1.3 Teaching

3.1.4 Learning

3.2 Rating t4 Exjlanation of the "value" of the experience.

No Value Little Value Some Value Valuable Extremely Valuable'

----J

(i) 1974 by E. Seifman (OUNY at Stony Brook)



SOCIAL STUDIE:1 =ABM: STOVLOCAL

A. Setting:
Whorc? (Nam,: of .schwca eLe.)

1.2 When? (Day, date, etc.)

2. Procedure:
Background: The State Education Department of the State of New York has

established a social studies syllabus for grades K-12 which identifies a srecifie
focus for each grade (e.g. Grade 9: "Asian & African Culture Studies), specific
topics (e.g. Grade 9: Topic #1, "World cultures today; Topic /12, "Africa south of
the Sahara: land & people "; Topic #5, "China," etc.), st,..td understv.nOic.s.
(e.g.. Grade 9: Topic /6 "China," A KEY TO UNDEBSTANDING Thf] 111ADITIWAL CULTURE OF
CHINA IS 11- EXAM NE THE MANNER OF CREATIVE EXP?ESSION IN ITS ARTS), ti.-d related
content (e.g. Grade 9, Topic /5, "China," "Certain common characteristics of artistic

expression also common to Chinese culture of the past include' Effects of the
writing system on the arts: calligraphy as relates to paintinr;; limitations imposed
by the characters upon expressions in poetry, other literature.")

2.1 Based upon a field experience at a secondary school, analyze the relationship
between the official New York State syllabus for a specific grade (other than
grade 12) & the social studies curriculum being used at the particular grade
in that particular school. [i.e. Is it identical, similar, different, completely
different, etc.?] If different, how so? Why?

2.2 Comments/ Observations, etc:

3. Evaluation:
3.1 What (if anything) were you able to learn about curriculum reguiremritn?

.2 Rating & Explauation of the "value" of the: experience

-------- .

No
7

Value Mttle Valtp! Sono Val'Ae Valivibl
=11.M. ....111,0 .II.

- A -

Extrenly Valuill-
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SOCIAL STUDIM TEMS

1. Setting:

1Zv Wheie? (Name beilOel district, school, etc.)

1.2 When? (Day, date, etc.)

. 2. Procedure: "supplemental text;'

Analyze a social studies text ("basic text, ", "major text," etc.) currently
being used in the school.

2.1 Complete bibliographicreference:
[Author's last name, first name, Title (Place of publication: Publisher, Date), pp.

2.2 How used? [i.e. students given copy; available only for in-school use; available
for both in-school & out-of-school use; course built around text("basic text"); text
supplements course work ("supplemental text"); assignments based on readings from text;
use of text's questions etc. as basis for assignments (no use, some use, high use); etc

2.3 Select a topic on which you have a yea weak cognitive background. Evaluate the
LUALIti of this totic.

2.4 Select a topic on which you have a very strong cognitive background. Evaluate the
text's treatment of this topic.

2.5 :elect a topic which is (or has potential for being) highly controversial. Evaluate
the text's treatment of this topic & specify the criteria you are using for your
evaluation.

3. Evaluation:
3.1 What (if anything were you able to learn about social studies texts and their use?

3.2 Ratinc & L'41-lanAtion of the "value" of the exp:.rience

No Value! Little V..ilu.: r:le Value ValurLble ExtrewelF V-Iluntle-------.......-
,

(i) 1974 by E. Ceifmhn (SUNY ut Stony Brook)



Mein STUDIES cunicumm MATERIALS
1

1. Setting:

. 1.1 Where? (Nt?..e of school district, school, etc.)

1.2 When? (Day, date, etc.)

2. Curriculum materials:

2.1 Name of mainr social studies curriculum materials used.

2.2 Unit cost (i.e. @$
2.3 How vas decision made to purchase use these materials?

2.4 Brief description of materials

2.5 Description of how these curriculum materials used.

3. Evaluation:

3.1 What (if anything) were you able to learn about
3.1.1 How curriculum materials are selected

3.1.2 Yourown ability to recommend "better materials" at not greater unit cost

3.1.3 Your own ability to recommend "comparable materials" at a lower unit cost

3.2 Rating & Explanation of the "value" of the experience

No Value Little Value , Some Value i Valuable E:.:remely Valuabla1

______ i

0 1974 by E. Ceifman (MJNY at Stony Brook)



UP-TO-DATE CURRICULUM MATERIALS AND/OR DATA

2

1. Setting;

1.1 Where? (Name of school distriet: nphnni, Atr.y1

1.2 When? (Day, date, etc.)

01011.040.

2. Procedure: having
Background: For some educational objectives the issue of curriculum materials &/or

data which are the most up-to-date is of little or no 1,1roFt:nce; while
for other educational objectives, curriculum materials & /or data whicft

are the most "up-to-date" is of crucial sirmificance . le.g. Consider
the case of a replica of the original flP.g of the U.S. vs the current
flag of the U.S.; or a photograph of President Lincoln vs. a photograph

of the current President; or the name of the former Governor of the State
vs. the name of the present Governor of the State---and consider different
types of educational objectives.

2.1 Based upon a field observation, identify instances of educational objectives
for which "up-to-date" curriculum materials &/or data are of crucial sirnificance.

2.2 Analyze the relationship between the curriculum materials &/or data which were
(nv-41r1-_, 4.n thc c%ss, L:;:.:;.)

caucaticna.i. Li.e. ma:,eriul &for
data learned as "up-to-date" materiall&/or data? Does :.nyone notice or care if
the materials &/or data are not "up-to-date"? etc.]

3. Evaluation:

'3.1 What (if anything)) were you able to learn about the concept of "up-to-date"
curriculum materials &/or data?

3.2 Rating & Explanation of the "value" of the experience

No Value 1 Little Vilul ::%.:-. Vrtile 1 Valu,:bl 1 1;xtremt21y V:ilirtblc

.

.
.

.

0 1974 by E. Seifman (GUNY at Stony Brook)



SOCIAL STUDIES LEA'.11ING PROBT,I3 INTEPVIT.;

,1. Setting:

1.1 Wheroi (Nome of school aistrict, school, location, etc.)

1.2 When? (Day, date, etc.)

2. Interview Procedure: [Interview five students of the same grade level. Interview
questions follow:]

Background/Introduction: Students generally report that some aspects of a
subject, or topics, etc., are easier to learn than
others; & that some aspects give them more difficulty
than others.

2.1 In your social studies class, are there any such topics or kinds of things that
you find relatively easy to learn? (Please describe + why?)

2.2 In your social studies class, are there any such topics or kinds of things that
you find hard to learn--i.e. they give you difficulty? (Please describe + why?)

2.3 Could you sugr.;est one possible recommendation for helping someone like yourself

who has difficulty with that kind of thing in social studies? (Please describe
your reco :unendation)

3. Observations/Comments, etc.

4. Evaluation:

4.1 What (if anything) were you able to learn about
4.1:1 Student perceptions of "social studies"

4.1.2 Student perceptions of "learning problems"

4.2 Eating & Explanation of the "value" of the experience

No Value Little Value Some Value I Valuftble Extrewly Valuub3.c
-.

(C) 197h by E. Seifman (SUNY at Stony Brook)



TUTTAL EXPERTENn Type: 1:1 Relationship

.1. Setting:
1,1 Where.: (Name of school district, school, location, etc.)

1.2 Wheu? (Day, date, time/duration, etc.)

2. Tutee:
2.1 Age

2.2 Sex
2.3 Grade

3. Tutorial Focus: Summary statement or description (e.g. Steps of how a bill becomes a
law; How to compile a bibliography; Map rea-ing skills; etc.) + How was this particular
focus selected or determined.

4. Tutorial Procedure: %IMAIIIIIMMRINIMIIMleIII..Mlbl...........aaa..hllNM.II..S.W.OMMIIWIIIMMMMhlaaIWIIYIIMGgraOWIMMIMalhgINIIIk.VaaMMIPbeMb

Objectives

Diagnosis

Curriculum Mtcrials

Teaching Strategies
Learning Activities

Evaluation

Summary Descri tion

5. Comments/Observations, etc.

6. Evaluation:
6.1 What (if anything) were you able to learn about

6.1 The subject matter (i.e. content)
6.2 The student
6.3 The 1:1 approach
6.4 The criteria you accept as evidence that learning has/has not taken plac

6.2 Rating & Explanation of the "value" of the experience.

1, Value Litt]e Valu.: Some Value Valli-11)1e Extrenely Valunbl..!---

. ---
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TUTOI(IAL

Setting:
1:1 Where?

1.2 When?

2r Tutees:

Type: 1:2-5 T;e3.2.tionrhir

ftrime of era.,^^, ^4, 1

(Day, date, time/duration, etc.)
so 00'4°'

~W./mg....MM.. WM....V*0.Mo Mos/ber& OftorMs.1IMMMEI:a..imr.
A 5_;

Male

Female

3. Tutorial Process:
3.1 Tutorial Focus: Stu:nay statement or description (e.g. Steps of how a bill becomes

a law; How to compile a bibliography; Yap reading skills; etc.) + How was this
particular focus selected or determined.

3.2 Tutorial Procedure: Summary Doscriin.ien

Objectiv(!z
.

.

Diagno:;is

Curriculum 1.".terials

Teachin (1t,-ategies
-.

Learning
1Activities

,

.

Evaluation

3.3 Comments/Observations, etc.

4. Evaluation:

4.1 What (if anything) were you able to 1-arn about
4.1.1 The dynamics of a small group
4.1.2 Types of teaching strategies/learning

potentials of the small group
4.1.3 Your own preferences for working in a
4.1.4 Ways you responded to/did not respond

the small group

activities whiCh maximize the

1:1 or 1:2-5 type relationship
to specific students withia

4.2 114ting /4 Explanation of the "value" of the experience

No VI.lue L,.ttle V,::111,-_, T-Tore Valu VallyLble Extrem.lv

(i) 1974 by E. Seifman (SUNY at Stony Lrook)



SCA0qp,"0ArD

4!. Setting:

1.1 Where? (Name of school district, school, etc.)
. 1.2 When? (Day, date, time, etc.)

2. School Board :1embership:

2.1 Present/Absent:

2.2 Sex /Age :

Female
Total #
lrlsent

20's 30 O's 50's 60' 70's
1.0%.16.0.1. WI Mk

80's
.0110. arewIrfee v.

Male
1

,__J01:1_111:rr:,

Female
1

2.3 Observations/Comments, etc.:

3. Audience:
2.1 Distribution:

Total # . # Students I d NOnStudents

Femah!
2.2 ObservationsiCo=ents, etc.:

h. Agenda:
4.1 Summary of items on agenda &/or items discussed.

4.2 Observations/Comments, etc.

5. Evaluation of Field Experience:
r A % .

1 * !.

wow troa6.1w66+44t, OW4W iV44 U.W.LW WV J....4111 coovut. COA..L4, VA WIC A.ViiVW11169 011111 VILMA,

is the basis for your judr=ent or conclusion?
5.1.1 The "community" (i.e. the school district)

5.1.2 The school board
5.1.3 The parents
5.1.4 The teachers
5.1.5 The administrators
5.1.6 The students
5.1.7 "Other"

5.2 Rate the "value" of this experience for vou & explain the basis (criteria) for
your evaluation.

No Value Little Value Some Value Valuable Extremely Valuablvi

5.3 Explanation:

E) 1 97h by E. SeifwAl (surY at Stony Brook)



2o
CONTROVEn3IAL IfISM1

7

1. Setting:
.1.1 Where': (flame of school disrtict, school, etc.)

1.2 When? (Day, date, etc.)

2. Procedure:
Background: The school exists as both an institution of the larger society and of the

local, commnity (i.e. school district, neighborhood, etc.). In the social
studies in particular, sore topics & issues may be considered highly
controversial & may generate a good deal of conflict between & among
teachers, students, parents, administrators, community members, etc.
Schools often develop policies & procedures for "handling" (or not handling
controversial issues & topics.

2.1 Inquire as to whether or not the school (or school district) has established
any set of principles, policies, or procedures for "handling" controversial
issues & topics in the social studies.

2.2 Describe the principles, policies, or procedures established for "handling"
(or not handling) controversial issues & topics. [Identify the "source" of your
data.]

110I

2.3 Inquire as to whether or not there has ever been a case of a conflict concerning
the actual handling of a controversial issue or topic in the social studies.

Yes No

2.4 If "Yes," describe or relate the case study: What was the issue or topic? Why
was it considered controversial? How was it resolved? etc.

3. Evaluation:

3.1 What (if anything) were you ab2.. to learn about
3.1.1 The community
3.1.2 Controversial issues & topics

3.2 Rating & Explanation of the "value" of the experience

Vii.

.1
Vaue :;(,me
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GRADING & 1,WALUATT(',N tiiriTTIEW

36 Setting:
14 Where? (11%,,le of school district, school, location, etc.)

1.2 When? (Day, date, etc.)

/s/

2. Interview Procedure: [Interview five students concerning last year's final social studies

"report card" grade.] [Interview questions follow:)

2.1 What was the final grade?

2.2 How did you(student)interpret the grade (i.e. "What do you think that means as

a final grade for the course?")

2.3 How do you think the instructor arrived at that final grade?

2.4 Do you think the final grade was fair/unfair? + Why?

2.5 If you were in charge of evaluating student performance in that social studies
class, how would you have done it? [i.e. you are asking the stduent for his/her

suggestions .for arriving at a final grade ]

2.6 Applying your suggested system of evaluation, what final grade would you have

received?

3. Evaluation:

3.1 What (if anything) were you able to learn about
3.1.1 Student perceptions of the grading & evaluation process & procedure

3.1.2 The grading & evaluation process & procedure

3.2 Rating & Explanation of the "value" of the experience

No Vvlue Little Value Some Vclue Vrthr.tble Extrenely Valusbifi
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GRADING POLICIE:1
1

11, Setting:

1.1 Where? (Name of school district, school, etc.)

1.2 When? (Day, date, etc.) .

2. Grading Policies and Procedures:

2.1 Summary statement describing grading policies of.school + identify "source" of
these policies (If possible, attach any relevant data: policy statement, report car
etc.)

2.2 Summary statement of grading procedures of school (e.g..use of letter grades &
their meanings; use of numerical grades & their meanings; use of anecdotal report,

2.3 [OPTIONAL] Tally of distribution of class set of grades for last marking period

3. Evaluation:
3.1 What (if anything) did you learn oh out school grading policies & procedures?

3.2 Rating & Explanation of the "7alue" of the experience

No Value I Little Value Sore Value Valu%blc Extremely Valuable

(i) 1974 by E. Seifman (SUNY at Stony Brook)


